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Abstract: Change orders have received considerable attention from researchers thus far, but none
have considered pricing strategies of change orders through the interaction between general
contractors and subcontractors. Previous studies found that contractors’ opportunistic bidding
considering beyond-contractual reward (BCR) in the execution stage can be reduced by improving
the construction management system and strengthening the supervision of contractors’
performance. However, the BCR remains in ecology of construction engineering. This study
proposes an integrated evolutionary game theory-system dynamics model (ET-SD model) and
simulates the pricing strategy of change orders between general contractors and subcontractors to
explore the root cause of BCR phenomenon. Sensitivity analysis on the evolutionary dynamics of
payoff is explored. Results reveal that change orders with BCR maintain Nash equilibrium and
evolutionary stable strategy (ESS) unless changing the payoff structure between general and
subcontractors’ pricing strategies. This study presents important managerial insights from the
evolutionary game perspectives, nature of change orders, and payoff of the alternative.
Keywords: Change order, Pricing, Game Theory, Evolutionary stable strategy (ESS), System
Dynamics

1. Introduction
In a large EPC project, time pressures frequently brought about by overlapping design,
procurement, and construction increase uncertainty and complexity in managing multiple interfaces
among different interacting stakeholders [1]. Change orders are inevitable due to the intense
variable construction environment [2,3]. Although change orders might improve the original
deliverables of project execution, they cause impact on original project time, cost, quality and
resource allocation which reflect the price of change order. They might also obstruct the success of
project and erode the profit earned if the final price cannot be settled by the owner and the
contractor. However, in previous studies of change order, few have considered their pricing
strategies.
In the execution stage, change orders often involve time pressure, work complexity, and
interface with existing works, pricing in the traditional bidding system may not be applicable to
change orders. Furthermore, when a contractor wins the bid by the lowest price but gains
extortionate profit beyond the contract by change orders, it is always a big concern for owners.
Having said that, pricing of change orders has been focused on illustrating a general rule from either
the owner’s or contractor’s perspective, no research has considered a dynamic evaluation between
them. Therefore, reducing the pricing controversy incurred by change orders remains difficult.
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To fill this gap, this study applies evolutionary game theory (ET) and creates a pricing model of
change orders using system dynamics (SD). The theory breaks through the rationality assumption in
the traditional game theory using the mechanism of biological evolution and discussing the Nash
equilibrium (NE) with evolutionary stable strategies (ESSs). SD can visualize the evolutionary
process of change order pricing and reveal important managerial insights by changing critical
variables.
In consideration of sustainable relationship between general contractors and subcontractors,
this study aims to explore the evolutionary dynamics of different pricing strategies of change orders,
providing industry practitioners with a reference of pricing on change orders.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a critical review on
change orders, the relationship between general contractor and subcontractors, and a brief
explanation of ET and SD. Section 3 describes model formulation, and Section 4 presents a
simulation. Section 5 provides the discussion and sensitivity analysis. Section 6 presents conclusions
and recommendations for future research.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Change order between general contractors and subcontractors
Change, deﬁned as any event resulting in a modiﬁcation of the original scope, execution time, or
cost of work, is inevitable on most construction projects [4]. Various studies have examined different
aspects of change orders, including risk assumption of change orders[5], change orders’ impact on
labor productivity [6-8], property and causes of change orders [9], timing of change [8,10], change
process management [11-13], and cooperation between owners and contractors [14]. However, few
have discussed the pricing of change orders.
Change orders involved abovementioned factors are complicate to evaluate the reasonable
pricing. Therefore, a bidder in the bidding market might submit an abnormal low price to win the bid
and recover the profit from a future claim [15], recapture money [16], or obtain a beyond-contractual
reward (BCR) in the project execution stage [17].
Lo et al. found that improvements in the construction management system of projects are crucial
to lower the possibility that contractors gain BCR and engage in opportunistic bidding and further
enhance project quality [17]. Lo and Yan further indicated that contractors’ opportunistic bidding
behavior can be reduced only when general contractors’ past performance is carefully and constantly
examined and closely reflected in the bid evaluation [18]. Although they facilitate the reduction of BCR
through management, change orders with BCR remain in the construction ecology.
Besides, subcontractors play a vital role by performing 80%–90% of the construction work in the
construction industry [5]. Competitive relationships and payoffs between general contractors and
original subcontractors may influence the pricing strategy of change orders.
Lee et al. revealed that in a competitive relationship, general contractors generally assume that
subcontractors will deliver the utmost performance and abstain from opportunistic behavior [14].
However, in strategic partnerships, although this relationship type has various advantages, general
contractors cannot easily forestall subcontractors’ opportunistic behavior, particularly when
transaction-speciﬁc investment is involved. Furthermore, subcontractors may become more ambitious
in earning more after maintaining long-term relationships with main contractors [19,20]. Thus, general
contractors become more difficult to negotiate with than original subcontractors for change orders
correlating with the original scope of work before the latter implements the changes.
Ren and Anumba indicated that a party may adopt a time-consuming strategy to benefit from an
opponent’s time pressure or emotional exhaustion during the negotiation process [21]. Therefore,
owing to time limits and the long-term relationships with subcontractors, general contractors may
compromise the quotation with BCR.
Paul indicated that the pricing elements of change orders or claims include the direct cost of
performing the changed work, impact and/or delayed performance costs, and markups [22]. Duah and
Syal developed a standard process using a weighted system to estimate the direct and indirect costs of
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change orders [23]. The argument may be decreased among stakeholders through a standard pricing
of change orders regulated in the contract specification. However, it might not illustrate a complete
figure of pricing dynamic between general contractors and subcontractors.
In sum, the impact of change orders on construction projects is intricate; thus, the pricing of
change orders may not have a one-size-fits-all solution. Previous studies indicated that strict
construction management and supervision are beneficial for reducing subcontractors’ optimistic
bidding and BCR. However, change orders with BCR remains in the construction ecology and have
been worried by owners. In light of the importance of subcontractors to construction projects, pricing
strategy may take into account the relationship between general contractors and subcontractors.
Preventing the pricing of change orders from becoming a dispute necessitates realizing the strategic
dynamics of pricing between both parties. ET and SD are reviewed in the next section for model
formulation.
2.2. Evolutionary game theory
Game theory is defined as the study of strategic choices interacted among rational players
adopting the best strategy by considering other players’ strategies. Decision-makers in the game
clearly know that their behavior will influence others’ behaviors [24]. However, the hypothesis on
intelligent rational players is inconsistent in the real world. Traditional game theory neglects the
dynamics process of game playing. Compared with the traditional game theory, ET combines concepts
from biology, evolution, nonlinear dynamics, and game theory with dynamic evolutionary process
analysis. It was developed to overcome the disadvantages of the traditional game theory when
analyzing the bounded rationality of players and dynamic process of game playing [25]. Each player
chooses among alternative actions or behaviors whose payoff or fitness depends on the choices of
others [26]. The distribution of observed behavior in a population evolves over time as fitter strategies
thrive and less fit strategies are displaced and eventually die out. ET determines the relationship
between NE and ESSs, as originated by Maynard Smith [27]. NE is explained as the long run outcome
of an adaptive process [28]. The replicator dynamics is a mechanism to quantify dynamic behavior and
prestige-biased learning in evolutionary games and indicates that the proportion of population to
adopt a strategy will increase if the difference of the strategy payoff and the average payoff of all
strategies increases [29].
Construction projects are not too dissimilar from serious “games” that make insights from game
theory useful to understanding partnering relationship [30]. In construction projects, general
contractors and subcontractors usually change and dynamically adjust their pricing strategies by
observing and comparing payoffs with others via each change orders. Therefore, ET is more applicable
to exploring the long-term (but finite) dynamics equilibrium of change order pricing between
contractors and subcontractors.
2.3 ET-SD model
Although game theory is powerful in exploring the long-term behavior of systems, it reveals little
about the transient time of the games. Numerous studies in different fields integrate it with SD for a
better understanding of the dynamic behavior in a system. The SD model helps simulate and visualize
the feedback process of replicator dynamics.
SD is an approach developed by Forrester in 1961 for studying the behavior of systems exhibiting
high dynamic complexity. It can simulate the behavior of feedback loops and visualize interactions
among elements through the stock flow diagram.
Kim and Kim integrated a mixed-strategy game into a SD model to investigate the interaction
between police and drivers [31]. Tian et al. developed a SD model based on ET to guide subsidy
policies to promote the diffusion of green supply chain management in China [32]. Liu et al. created a
SD model using ET to describe the interaction among the stakeholders in China’s coal mining safety
inspection system [33]. Mohammadi et al. evaluated the competitive behavior of firms in an
oligopolistic market based on a hybrid of SD and game theory. Guo et al. used an SD model based on
ET for quality supervision among construction stakeholders [34].
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In sum, general contractors and subcontractors are two major roles in construction project. Pricing
of change order between general contractors and subcontractors take a critical and dynamic process
under project execution. Therefore, ET-SD model is utilized to explore the process.
3. Model formulation
This section may be divided by subheadings. It should provide a concise and precise description
of the experimental results, their interpretation as well as the experimental conclusions that can be
drawn.
In ET, a population game played by a society comprises one or more populations p ∈ P =
{1, … , p}. Each population p contains agents who choose pure strategies from the set S p = {1, … , np }.
p
The proportion of population p employing the pure strategy s is denoted by xs ∈ [0, 1]. Accordingly,
p
p
a population state x p = (x1 , … , xnp ) indicates the proportion of population p employing each pure
p
strategy s ∈ S p . Let m = ∑s=1 np , so a social state x = (x1 , … , x p ) ∈ Rm describes the state of all
population p ∈ P. The payoff to an agent i in population p who employs pure strategy s is given by
the payoff function πp (si , s−i ) when opponents of an agent i play strategy s−i . An agent i adopting
strategy s ∗ in a social state x is said to have an ESS when
πp (s ∗ , s ∗ ) > πp (s ′ , s ∗ )

(1)

or
(a) πp (s ∗ , s ∗ ) = πp (s ′ , s ∗ ) and (b) πp (s ∗ , s ′ ) > πp (s ′ , s ′ )

(2)

Strategy s ∗ will not be invaded by strategy s ′ if Eq. (1) holds. Moreover, strategy s ′ will
motivate s ∗ but harm itself if Eq. (2) holds. Equations (1) and (2) identify strong NE and weak NE,
respectively.
p
According to the concept of replicator dynamics, the changing rate of xs is as follows:
p

p p p

p

ẋ s = ∑t=1 xs πs qts − φ(x, π)xs

(3)

p
p
p
Where xs means the proportion of population p to employ pure strategy s, ∑t=1 xs = 1 , πs
p
p
means payoff (fitness), qts means behavior change (mutation), and φ(x, π)xs means average payoff.
This study considers general contractor–subcontractor pricing games played by two large
populations of general contractors (C) and original subcontractors (S), denoted as p = {C, S}. Each
general contractor’s change order chooses one of two symmetrical strategies s C = {COB, CPB} to
prepare the budget. Each original subcontractor’s response chooses one of two symmetrical strategies
s S = {SHQ, SNQ} to submit the quotation.
COB refers to the budget strategy prepared by general contractor for inquiring the original
subcontractor. CPB refers to the budget prepared by the general contractor for further inquiries with
another potential subcontractor. SHQ is the strategy of high quotation, which the original
subcontractor submits to the general contractor (i.e., quotation with BCR considering cooperation with
the owner (Lee et al. 2009), time pressure (Ibbs 2005) or risk assumption (Hinze and Tracey 1994)).
SNQ is the normal quotation strategy submitted by the original subcontractor to the general contractor.
Compared with a normal quotation, the higher quotation usually leads to a higher payoff. However,
the differentiation between SHQ and SNQ has no clear criteria. In principle, they can be useful for the
general contractor’s judgment if the final amount of change orders is over the budget or the
discounting ratio for change orders is much less than the original contract.
Accordingly, the payoff matrix between the general contractors and original subcontractors is
shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The payoff matrix between general contractors and original subcontractors
The payoffs or fitness of s C is
πCOB = xsS OB1 + (1 − xsS )OB2
πCPB =

xsS PB1

+ (1 −

(4)

xsS )PB2

(5)

The replicator dynamics of population C is calculated by the quotient rule:
ẋ sC = xsC (πCOB − (xsC πCOB + (1 − xsC )πCPB ))

(6)

ẋ sC = xsC (1 − xsC )(πCOB − πCPB )

(7)

Similarly, the payoffs or fitness of s S is
πSHQ = xsC HQ1 + (1 − xsC )SQ2

(8)

πSNQ = xsC NQ1 + (1 − xsC )NQ2

(9)

The replicator dynamics of population S is
ẋ sS = xsS (1 − xsS )(πSHQ − πSNQ )

(10)

The ET-SD model is established by Vensim PLE x32 in this study in accordance with the above
assumption (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Pricing dynamics between general contractors and subcontractors
The ET-SD model includes two stock variables, two flow variables, four auxiliary variables, and
eight external variables. Stock variables involve the proportion of the general contractors choosing
COB and the proportion of the subcontractors choosing SHQ. Flow variables represent the
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decision-making process of replicator dynamics adopted by the general contractors and
subcontractors. Auxiliary variables denote the payoff of each strategy taken by the general contractors
and subcontractors considering the proportion of each strategy taken by opponents (Eqs. (4), (5), (8)
and (9)). External variables identify the payoff of each pure strategy adopted by the general contractors
and subcontractors considering the circumstance of the change orders.
3. Model simulation
The system dynamic model based on replicator dynamics can simulate the dynamic outcome of
evolutionary game theory. It can be applied to evolutionary game theory of two populations.
Therefore, a typical example Hawk-Dove game is adopted from Roger (2006) to validate the model.
Assume there are two populations of bird which characterize hawk (aggressive) and dove
(peaceful). The proportion of hawkish bird in each population is identified as z and the proportion of
dovish bird is 1-z. the symmetric bi-matrix game is shown as Figure 3.

Figure 3. Hawk-Dove payoff matrix
The expected payoff of adopting hawkish act is as follows:
EV (H) = (−25z) + 14(1 − z) = 14 − 39z

(11)

The expected payoff of adopting dovish act is as follows:
EV (D) = (−9z) + 5(1 − z) = 5 − 14z

(12)

Two populations will achieve the NE and become ESS when EV (H) is equal to EV (D). z = 9/25.
Any mutant occurred cannot survive in each population.
On the other hand, the ET-SD model is utilized to simulate the example and NE can be acquired
at the same value, as shown in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. ET-SD model exploring game results with mutation
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The relative values of parameters were assumed instead of absolute values due to the difficulties
of collecting actual costs during construction (Constantino and Pietroforte 2002; Lee et al. 2009). The
initial values (payoffs) are assumed from 1 to 4 for different pricing strategies by the general
contractors and original subcontractors before the simulation. Although the payoffs of change orders
are influenced by factors, such as work content, profit, risk, and cooperative relationship, the trend or
variant through simulations can still be applied for exploring the evolutionary dynamics between the
general contractors and original subcontractors.
For the original subcontractors, the payoff of adopting SHQ must be higher than adopting SNQ.
Hence, SHQ dominates SNQ. However, competition is often perceived to impact pricing levels
(Laryea and Lubbock 2014). If the original subcontractor perceives that the general contractor would
adopt CPB strategy, which means inquiring with another potential subcontractor, the original
subcontractor might decrease the quotation strategies to be competitive. The sequence of four payoffs
for the original subcontractor is HQ1 > HQ2 > NQ1 > NQ2.
However, if the quotation by another potential subcontractor is lower than SHQ, the general
contractor might decide to subcontract the change orders to the potential subcontractor. As a result,
the payoff (HQ2) becomes 0. The sequence of four payoffs for the original subcontractor becomes HQ1 >
NQ1 > NQ2 > HQ2.
For general contractors, the transaction cost of adopting CPB is higher than for COB because of
further inquiry to another potential subcontractor. Whether the original subcontractors adopted SHQ
or SNQ, the general contractors can obtain a higher payoff by adopting COB. Therefore, COB
dominates CPB. Considering two different strategies of the original subcontractors, the sequence of
four payoffs for the general contractors is OB2 > PB2 > OB1 > PB1.
However, if the quotation of the potential subcontractor is lower than HQ2 and the original
subcontractor adopts SHQ, payoff (PB1) might be higher than the payoff (OB1). Here, the sequence of
four payoffs for the general contractor becomes OB2 > PB2 > PB1 > OB1.
The relative values are presented as payoffs in two scenarios.
Scenario 1
The payoffs of the original subcontractors and general contractors are HQ1 > HQ2 > NQ1 > NQ2
and OB2 > NB2 > OB1 > NB1, respectively, as shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Payoff matrix between general contractors and original subcontractors—Scenario 1
The equilibrium solutions of the replicator dynamics in Eqs. (7) and (10) can be obtained as four
pure strategies:
xS
0
0
1
1
s1 = ( ) , s2 = ( ) , s3 = ( ) , s4 = ( ) , sn ∈ ( nC ).
0
1
0
1
xn
When each strategy is initially simulated in the SD model, each population presents a relatively
balanced state and does not adopt the other strategy. s3 is taken as an example and shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Initial state of pricing strategy (s3 )
However, only s4 is an ESS among the four pure strategies. As such, if s4 mutates its initial
strategy, even if the general contractors do not all adopt COB but some adopt CPB, or the
subcontractors do not all adopt SHQ but some adopt SNQ, the simulation results show steadiness and
the invader of CPB or SNQ eventually dies out (Figure 7).
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Figure 7. ESS of pricing strategy (s4 )
Other strategies are not relatively steady. If some original subcontractors mutate their initial
strategy in s2 , ratio x2S changes from 0 to 0.01 and the strategy selection of original subcontractors
gradually evolves toward 1. The results after simulation are shown in Figure 8.
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Game results exist mutation (s2)
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Figure 8. Evolutionary result of pricing strategy (s2 )
In this scenario, the strategies SHQ and COB are both NE and ESS. Even if the general contractor
realizes that the original subcontractor adopts SHQ, the general contractor would agree to the
quotation of the change order. Conversely, if the original subcontractors adopt SNQ, one original
subcontractor mutates the strategy and adopts SHQ, and the whole population of original
subcontractors will eventually adopt SHQ through replicator dynamics.
Scenario 2
The payoffs of the original subcontractors and general contractors are HQ1 > HQ2 > NQ2 > NQ1
and OB2 > NB2 > NB1 > OB1, respectively, as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9. Payoff matrix between general contractors and original subcontractors—Scenario 2
Similar with the simulation results of Scenario 1, the equilibrium solutions of the replicator
dynamics in Eqs. (7) and (10) can be obtained as four pure strategies. However, none of the players
have a dominating strategy. None of the four pure strategies has NE and ESS. If the general and
original subcontractors mutate, few general contractors would adopt COB and few of the original
0.01
subcontractors would adopt SHQ (e.g., (
)). The evolutionary results performed by the two
0.01
populations cause continuous oscillation between strategies, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Evolutionary result of pricing strategy (s1 ) with mutation
4. Discussion
The results of the ET-SD model reveal that SHQ succeeds and gains a payoff with BCR if the
general contractors cannot obtain more payoffs from another potential subcontractor. The strategy
adopted by the general contractors depends on how much payoff can be obtained from the
quotation proposed by a potential subcontractor. If change orders are complex, risky, and intricate
with the existing work, the potential subcontractor might perceive difficulty to carry out the work
and provide a competitive quotation. The general contractors will not obtain a higher payoff by
lower cost and may eventually choose COB and pay a higher cost to the original subcontractors for
change orders.
The selection of strategy in an evolutionary game is influenced by payoffs. To further realize the
selection by general contractors and original subcontractors under different payoffs, sensitivity
analysis was used to review the variant and transient time from scenario 1 to scenario 2. When the
general contractors can obtain a higher payoff from CPB instead of COB, CPB will be adopted. In
such a case, the COB strategy causes the original subcontractors to receive a lower payoff from SHQ
than SNQ, even getting zero payoff. Therefore, the parameters of the sensitivity analysis are to
change PB1 and HQ2 in scenario 1. Simulation time is changed to 200 months for understanding the
variant of evolutionary game under different parameters when the general contractors and original
xS
0.01
subcontractors mutate their strategies: ( Cs ) = (
) (Table 1).
0.01
xs
Table 1. Parameter settings of sensitivity analysis for CPB-SHQ payoffs

Simulation

Current

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

Payoff
PB1 (when OB1 = 2)

1

1.5

2

2.1

2.1

2.1

2.1

3

4

5

HQ2 (when HQ1 = 4)

3

3

3

3

2

1

0

0

0

0

The simulation results reveal that when PB1 increases but is still less than OB1, even if a few of
the general contractors select COB in the beginning, the whole population eventually selects COB as
shown by the two simulation curves “Current” and “2” in Figure 11. However, when PB1 is larger
than OB1, the proportion of the population selecting COB continuously decreases (simulation curves
3 and 4) unless HQ2 decreases (simulation curves 5–7). The reduction of HQ2 increases the
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proportion of general contractors selecting COB, but eventually they will still select CPB in the
long-term evolution. Periodic oscillation occurs until PB1 continues to increase (simulation curves
8–10).
Current. 2.

7.

10.

9.

8.

6.

5.

3.
4.

Figure 11. Results of sensitivity analysis in COB evolution
From the selection of the original subcontractors’ strategy, although payoff PB1 obtained by the
general contractors continuously increases, the evolutionary results where the original
subcontractors select SHQ remain (simulation curves 1–7). The situation would not change even if
the original loss of the change order and payoff HQ2 become 0. The evolution results generate a
periodic oscillation until the payoff PB1 is obviously larger than OB1 obtained by the general
contractors, as demonstrated by simulation curves 8–10 in Figure 12.
Current. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7.

10.

9.

8.

Figure 12. Results of sensitivity analysis in SHQ evolution
According to replicator dynamics, payoff with BCR cannot be eradicated by bidding
management or the supervision of subcontractors. The invader will continue to increase the
proportion of SHQ and obtain a higher payoff. Eventually, SHQ will become an ESS.
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When the payoff with BCR is ESS, even if the general contractor possesses better bargaining
power, the state of equilibrium cannot fluctuate. Conversely, if the payoff can be restructured, the
BCR would reduce through evolutionary dynamics.
5. Conclusions and recommendation
This section is not mandatory, but can be added to the manuscript if the discussion is unusually
long or complex.
Change orders have been discussed previously; however, few studies have discussed pricing
strategies from the unilateral perspective of the owner or contractor, and none relate to the dynamics
of the pricing strategy between general contractors and subcontractors.
Although researches have revealed that the BCR can be reduced through construction
management and subcontractor supervision, quotation with BCR remains popular in ecology of
construction engineering.
This study investigated the pricing dynamics of change orders using the ET-SD model that,
with sensitivity analysis, allowed exploring the variant trend and transient time of pricing dynamics
between general contractors and original subcontractors. Results revealed that till the payoffs of
pricing strategies between the general contractors and original subcontractors remain unchanged,
the adopted strategy COB-SHQ reflects NE and ESS.
Although some contracts regulate a reasonable payoff and execution rule and the pricing of
some change orders may be discussed after completion of work to reduce uncertainty and BCR, the
challenge remains to completely fulfill the rule considering work uncertainty, time pressure, and
cooperative relationships.
This study mainly contributes in developing an ET-SD model to explore the evolutionary
dynamics of pricing strategies between general contractors and original subcontractors. It also
presents the key factors required to change the NE and ESS through simulation.
For general contractors, the proportion of high payoff with BCR obtained by the original
subcontractors can decrease only if the cost of additional enquiry to a potential subcontractor is
reduced and the payoff increased. Accordingly, the pricing of change orders can return to a
reasonable quotation.
For original subcontractors, only if the change orders’ work content, work environment, and
interaction with general contractors can be acknowledged can they obtain a payoff with BCR from
change orders.
This study also presents three important managerial insights from the proposed model.
1.

From the evolutionary game perspective, the pricing strategies that general contractors tend to
inquire change orders to original subcontractors, and original subcontractors tend to obtain BCR
from a high quotation remain ESS. The state’s proportion may not be efficiently reduced through
contract management and supervision. Conversely, to decrease the proportion of high quotation by
original subcontractors, general contractors should consider how to change the payoffs of pricing
strategies.

2.

To decrease change order payoffs with BCR, general contractors should optimally standardize the
change orders’ work content to clarify work interface and decrease the risk premium of the original
and potential subcontractors.

3.

Binding change orders with time pressure should be prevented. General contractors will have
sufficient time to find more competitive potential subcontractors to increase its payoff. It also

releases the compromise of BCR due to time pressure.
In construction projects, the scope or difficulty of each change order is different, and the payoff
of each change order depends on the variation. The limitation of this study is that the simulation
results cannot completely profile the dynamics of a specific change order. Although the payoff might
be influenced by bargaining power, this study does not involve the negotiation process between
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general contractors and subcontractors; thus, the managerial value would not be discounted.
Construction practitioners can apply the model to real-world cases, and payoff of each strategy can
be further broken down, e.g., work content, risk, and relationships, to make the simulation results
more realistic.
For some reasons, change orders may come from owners. As this model has only considered
general contractors and original subcontractors, future research can consider the interaction among
the three populations or combine methods such as regression analysis or artificial neural network to
forecast the change orders’ pricing and contribute to the extant research on construction change
orders.
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